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ROSÉ SANKT LAURENT 2019 

Sankt Laurent  is one of the aromatic Burgundy varieties. Its origin is in France. The first documentary mention 

of St. Laurent in Austria dates back to 1860. He feels most comfortable on medium heavy, deep soils in a 

continental climate. 

 

 

IN THE VINYARD 
Winegrowing on terraces, 15 years old vines on granit soil with loess on top, 

vinyards at 280 - 300 m above sea level 

 

ABOUT THE WINE 

Harvest in September, juice deprivation, fermented in stainless steel tank, the 

grapes come from the location Galgenberg; aromatic and fruity ; 

THE WINEYEAR 2019 

In contrast to the previous year, the flowering took place about two weeks later 

this year, which means a normal time. The heat in June with record temperatures 

above 30 ° Celsius then led to rapid vegetation progress. The dry and hot 

weather around and after flowering subsequently brought particularly healthy 

grape material. The berry diameter is a bit smaller, but you can expect aromatic 

wines. Although our area - the northern Weinviertel around Retz - is known for 

little rainfall, we were lucky this year. The precipitation usually came as ordered - 

in sufficient quantity and at the right time. The rain therefore provided the vines 

with sufficient water. Heavy rain and hail did not take place in Röschitz and the 

vegetation continued as usual. This allowed us to start harvesting in mid-

September. 

 

RECOMMENDATION 

The intense fruit and color character of this Rosé is a versatile food companion 

and an eye-catcher at every party. Best on the terrace, iced on hot summer days 

or for light appetizer (goat's cheese) 

 

varuety:   100% Sank Laurent 

vineyard:   Galgenberg 

soil:   Löss- und Lehmboden 

alk:   11,5% 

acidity:   6,8 g/l 

res. sugar:   1,3 g/l 

maturation:  till 2022, enyoing in young years 

 

EAN bottle:  900563499632 4 

EAN carton:   900563499631 7 
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